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**THE LONGEST TIME PROPHECY IS NOT THE 2520-PART 2** 
20>Presentat I on by Anto I nette<20 

**PARMINDER BIANT**GERMANY**CAMP MEETING** 

 

 

I appreciate that people can sometimes feel unnerved or be a little 
confused.Yesterday we spoke about the fact that the three 
messengersgive adistorted massage. 

What’scommonbetween all three,is the following principle. just take the 
wordfrom here,time. 

                                     ____7____TIMES______         

 

All threedispensations, thedispensations of Christ, Millerand Us. 

All of them have an understanding or a message that's based upon time. 
It's the unsealing oftime. 

History of Christ, what’s unsealed, is Daniel9, which meansDaniel8. 

In the Millerites history it's the samepassage. 

In our history,what gets unsealed?Daniel11 

So,the time of Christ, Daniel8, Millerites, Daniel8,our history Daniel11. 

So, the unsealing, if you were to look at Ellen White'swritings on that 
subject, we'll go to 7Bible Commentary, this is a commentary on 
Revelation chapter10. 

We’ll just cut into the passage, this is7BC, 971 paragraph 4, it’s the 
commentary on Revelation10.The unsealing of The Little Book,was the 
message inrelation to time.It's not, the message relating to geography. 

That becomes important. 

Thatmessageis in relation to time,It’sunsealed.So, let's do our history 
first, let's go backwards. What is unsealed to us?Amessagein relation to, 
time,noteventor,notgeography. 
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The reason I say that, in our history,Daniel 11, what verses are we 
referring to?40 to 45.What is the context of 40 to 45?King of the North, 
King of the South, the Glorious Land, Egypt, 
theLibyans,theEthiopians. 

All of that is in what context, what's the subjector the context? 
Geography.It’s so geographical,that in verse 41, what do the 
commentatorsor the translators, in the English,write? 

Now I don’t know how it's written in the German, but it says,he shall also 
enterinto theGlorious Land, and manycountries shall be overthrown. 

So, in theGerman, that translation, more literal translation, they don't 
put the word “countries”, but they doin the English. 

Why does it saycountries?Because in the rest of the verses, it says what? 

Who’s going to escapeout of the countries? Edom, Moaband 
Ammon,Egypt, Libya, Ethiopians, that’s six witnesses, this is about 
geography.And we say, it's got nothing to do with geography,it’s about 
many people. 

So, if we can hold on to that thought. 

And we say with John…Does Johngot a messagethat’srelatedto 
geography? For sure, it’s about nations clashing. Who's fighting for 
geography, for supremacy?John the Baptist. Rome, Pagan Romeand 
Israel, they’re fighting. That’s what John wants to say. 

Daniel9:24, at the end of 70weeks,490years,there will be an end of,what? 

Not sin, it says sin in the verse, end of.It says iniquity in the verse, end 
of.Captivity. Those Romanshave oppressed us, and we're going to put an 
end to that, how?We're going togo to war, and we're going toreclaim 
what? Our land, our geography. 

Miller, what's his problem?This is his problem, theSanctuary. 

What's the issue?Where, is the Sanctuary?Or as my sister said, location.  

I want to say,the problem is,geography.It’s ageographical issue in all 
three histories. 
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The reason they makemistakes,is because the unsealing, the increase of 
knowledge, we say the unsealing of the message,the increase 
ofinformation.It’s the unsealing or the increase of information,on 
geographyortime. 

What’sthe unsealingof the increase of information,ongeography,or on 
time? On time. 

The unsealing was the message, the information, in relation to time,not 
geography. 

So,Daniel 11:40 to 45, if we're going to say, that there's a message in that 
little book, that is unsealed,you tell me what gets unsealed?Time of 
course. I want to flush that out. 

What are we teaching? what's our message? 

It can’t be Jesusis coming. Because if you say Jesusis coming, I'm going 
to say, where to?So, that's geography, that’s not unsealed. 

What's our message? It is time. 

But what I wantus to do,we asked, what's the first angels’ message 
say?And you say,(like robots) fear God, give Him glory, it’s not the good 
answer. He says,be on guard, in 46 years, Able is going to be 
judged.That’s what the story is. 

So, what is our message, that’s unsealed, that no one ever knew 
before?When.Where do we find the “when” in six versus?Verse 40.And, at 
the time of the end. It says timeright there. 

What has been unsealed? I want to rephraseverse 40. 

What did you say Sister Sophie?Why is1798 a bad answer? If you know 
that’s the bad answer, what's the right answer?Tell me what’s the right 
answer.What has been unsealed?In 1989, no one ever new that before. 

In 1989,things will happen, those thingsare the start of the end of 
events. 

So, our messageis not about geography, it's about time, some new 
information on time.And it's based upon whatProphecy? 
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So, we're not going tosee it clearly on these charts, but it’s there.Which 
prophecy?Which prophecy isthis one going to be based upon?This one 
here, the 1260. 

It brings you to what point?1798. 

So, we're going to have to take all of that study,538 to1798,1260,brings you 
to the time of the end.In 1798things will happen, the things are the start 
of the end events. 

So, what gets unsealed for us? What gets unsealed.is an understanding 
of what the “time of the end” is. So, that's ourhistory that's unsealed. 

That’s why, so many people in the movement, get so many things 
wrong, on what issue?Time is unsealed. 

What do we make mistakes on?On geography. We make mistakes on 
geography.Verse 41, he shallenter into a geographical area.And what do 
we think that means?There’sgoing to be a fight over what 
issue?Saturdayand Sunday, there's a fight over that. 

Ourunderstanding of what that fight looks like, is based on our 
understanding of geography.Of what that geographically event would 
look like, and we make it up, becauseit’s not unsealed. This is why we 
don't have a consistentposition on this subject. Because it's not 
unsealed. 

So, then we go to the Millerites.So, what gets unsealed for the 
Millerites?It's a messagein relation totime, and what’s that, that gets 
unsealed?2300-dayprophecy, I guess you're going to say. 

Daniel8:14, the cleansingof the sanctuary.So, that's 1844 and that's 
2300 days,is that Daniel8? We begin at 457, so this is Daniel8,Daniel9. 
Hopefully we have a good working knowledge of Daniel9. Now in Daniel 
8, it doesn’t actually have that here, it has that.  

Where’s 457 found? In Daniel9. So, I’ll put it down here. 

So, my next question is,where does Daniel9 end?The year give me the 
year.34?31?34, Who said that? So,readDaniel 9,if you went to verse 
26,after 62weeksthe Messiah will be cut off. 
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So, if we go back to 25,it says, midway through the verse,“from the going 
forth to restore Jerusalem,to theMessiah shall be 7 weeks 
and62weeks, so you got 7 and 62. 

So, we’ve got 7weeks and we’ve got62weeks. If you add them 
togetherthat's 69weeks. 

? 

|___________2300___________| 

||        |Daniel 8 

457Daniel 9 

__7wk__62wk__ 

 

If you go back to verse 24, it says 70weeks. So, if you put all that 
togetherwe've got 7, 62 and 1. 

 

? 

                                 |___________2300___________| 

                                 |                     |        |                    Daniel 8 

                             457                                                  Daniel 9 

                          __7wk__62wk__1wk 

69wk 

70wk 

 

Which brings you to 70weeks. 

Verse 27, it says, in the middle of the week,that's this week here at the 
end. 

So, we've got 69, 70,I’m going to erase the 70. We’ve got69plus a 
half,which is 69 and a half weeks,and then70weeks.  
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                                ? 

                                 |___________2300___________| 

                                 |                     |        |                    Daniel 8 

                             457                                                  Daniel 9 

                          __7wk__62wk__1wk 

69wk 

69 1/2 

70wk 

 

Is everyone okay with that.  

You have 7, 62 which is 69. Then it says there was 70weeks all together. It 
says, in the middle of the week. Which would be 69 and a half. and then 
you get to 70. 

So, that's all the informationabout those weeks. 

Does anybody have any questions on that,they’reconfused or it's not 
clear? It says, 7, 62, 1,adds up to 70.The last week,it mentions about the 
middle of the week. Hopefully that's all clear. 

So, I'm going to repeat my question.Where is Daniel9 end, which year?  

So,people are going to go to 34. So, if you do the math, this would be 490 
years. And I’ll take that, 457, then we've got 49years, see how we get 49; 7 
times 7. Then we get the 62 weeks,which makes it 483, that's 69. 

Then490, so that's 7weeks 69 and 70. I hope that’s straightforward.Do all 
the math’s, this would be 27this should be 34.And in the 
midstoftheweekwould be 31.Standard Adventistteaching. 

 

45731 
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|_____________________27_|_34___ 

7w|_________49__________|         |  

69w |______________483______| 

70 w|___________________490____| 

 

 

My question was, when does Daniel 9 finish?And I think pretty much, 
we've all said AD34.And of course, that's the wrong answer. It’s not 34 
ADat all. Because what we haven't done, is gone all the way to the endof 
Daniel 9. 

So, if we read, the last part of verse 26,and the last part of verse 27. It 
talks about the Destruction ofJerusalem,verse 26-partB. The Prince 
shall come and destroy the cityand the temple, and the endof the city 
and the temple, the endof this destructionwill be like a flood.And this 
destructionis been already prophesied. 

 

Verse27, because of the sins(God’s people), it’s the last part, it will be 
made desolate, that's the cityand the sanctuary. Even until the 
consummation, that means even until the end. 

 

And there's a prophecy, that the person who does 
thedestroying,willdestroy themselves.So, the destroyer of God's 
people, will themselvesbe destroyed. 

 

So, if you take all of that information,the endof Daniel chapter 9is not 
34AD. It’s what year?1798.Hopefully that shouldn't be too much of a 
surprise to us. 

 

? 

                                 |___________2300____________| 
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                                 |                     |        ||Daniel 8 

                             457                                          1798Daniel 9 

                          __7wk__62wk__1wk 

69wk 

                                              69 1/2 

70wk 

 

 

So, the Millerites, they're going to be dealing with the unsealing of the 
Book of Daniel,the unsealing, in relation totime. 

So, what event is that? That one there. 

When did they start having that information unsealedto them?In 1798, at 
the time of the end.So, the unsealing of the Book of Danielfor the 
Millerites, while it points to 1844 it actually occurs in 1798. 

 

So, in 1798  

Things will begin to happen 

                        The things are the start ofthe endevents. 

So, in1798, 

Things will begin to happen 

 

And where are you leading people to? 

 

Things will begin to happen until you get tothe end. 

 

What's the endfor the Millerites? 1844.So. that's what that message is. 
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For us, for them, in 1798,things will begin to happen until you 
getto1844.For us in 1989,things will begin to happenuntil you get to,the 
end.What is the end for us? 

Until the restoration of the church?46 years? 

So, in the context of the verses, which verse would we be pointing to?  

What would the endbe? 

Go to Daniel12:1. How does it begin,“and at that time”,that’s what it’s 
pointing to. It’s pointingtothe end. Someone said the Close of 
Probation.The Close ofProbation and the second Adventare really a 
common point. 

So. if we've looked at our history,Daniel 11, if you look at the Millerites 
history, Daniel 8 and 9,1798,the endwill happen 1844. 

What are the Millerites teaching?What gets unsealed for the 
Disciples?What are they saying?John says that time is fulfilled. 

What time has been fulfilled?The 70 weeks. 
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                              |_____________________27_ |_ 34___ 

7 w  |_________49__________ |         |  

69 w |______________ 483______      | 

70 w |___________________ 490____|   

 

 

What passage is this? Where’s this taken from? Daniel9, which is the 
same prophecy asDaniel8. 

 

The Romanshad put their standard or their banner where,where was it 
flying from? 
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Not only Jerusalem, it was actually flying, if you can imagine this way, 
from the temple.That temple was really a Roman building.And they'd built 
a facility that was right next to the temple.  

Theheadquarters with the Roman Empire in Rome was essentially 
indistinguishable from the sanctuary precincts,the area of the 
sanctuary.The Romangarrison was builthighup onto this temple. 

So, if you want to cleanse the sanctuary, youneed to get rid of 
thoseRomans.They had their flags flyingall around you. 

The Disciplesare going to be dealing with an unsealing of time based 
upon Daniel 8and Daniel9. The Millerites use the same prophecy.One is 
using the 490 years.And one,is going to be usingthe2300-year prophecy. 
That’s what the unsealing of time is for both of thoseDisciplines. 

Can we see that? The Millerites’ is easy to see, it's all about the 2300 days. 
and its relationship to 1798.In the Disciple’sdispensation, it's all about 
the 490 yearsin relationship to the birth of Christ,or the birth of John,and 
all the events that go from 4BC to 27 to 31 to 34. 

If we can see that, we do line upon line, the line of the disciples,is what 
prophecy?490. 

The line of the Millerites is what prophecy?2300 days. 

Theprophecy of our dispensation,of our lineis what?Daniel 11,the1260, 

So, we have all those components, we could also argue it could be 
the2520. 

What we're going to do, is we’re going to take the Millerites’history, and 
we’re going tospiritualizing it; they take 1798, we take 1989. 

But I want to make an observation, in our previous presentationwhat did 
I sayabout these charts, about the 2520.It's not relevant in the way we 
say it is. 

We go toGreat Controversypage 351, and we say, the longest and the 
last timeprophecyis the 2520, it's obvious.You go read that passage 
again. 
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What EllenWhiteis doing, do we have a working knowledgeof that 
passage?Perhaps some of usdon’t. 

So, let me just show you something from there, I'm not going to read 
everything, but I want to take one portionfrom there.First sentence, 
GreatControversy351 paragraph1. 

I'm going tocut into the sentence, which does not work well when you're 
translating.I'm going totake a small phrase,and I’mgoing toask you, what 
does that means.Here's the phrase.“had its counterpart”. 

What principle is that, if I said,“had its counterpart”? 

Before you answer this, does that translate well? 

What is that telling you, what should immediately come to your mind, 
when you read the phrase.“had its counterpart”?Exactly!Compare and 
Contrast. 

Human beings are what? 

What we’re we created to be?” 

We’llchoose the phrase we just did., this is in vow 12. 

We were we created tobe what? 

The counterpart of God. 

When God creates Adam, what does He do for Him?He creates a 
counterpart.We call that person Eve, his wife, she was the counterpart of 
Adam.Human beings are a counterpart of God.Andas Brother 
Rolandsaid,image of God. 

Today, human beings are what? They are thecounterpart of 
Satan,Compare and Contrast. 

So, let's read the sentence now, “The experience of the disciples who 
preach the gospelof the kingdom in the first Advent, had its counterpart 
in the experience of those who proclaim the messagein the second 
Advent”. 

The experience of the disciplescan be comparedto the experience of the 
Millerites. 
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Are we okay with that para phrase? 

“Those who experienced the first Advent,can be compared,with those 
whoexperienced the second Advent”.So, she's comparing the Millerites 
and the Disciple. That's the contextof this passage. 

Then she's going to say, the longest and last prophetic period, people 
say that's the 2520. 

Now just think,doyou believeline upon line?Yes 

Give me another phrase for line upon line.So, now I would say 
BrotherRoland tell us what the answer is. And I would do that because 
you already gave us the answer.Line upon line, is the same as,Compare 
and Contrast. 

The line of the Disciples is the counterpart, of the lineof the Millerites. 

We can all say,Amen to that. 

 

Now let's see what we've done here, it was a message, that was 
unsealed in relation to time. 

 

What's the time for the Disciples?490 

 

What's the time for the Millerites?2300days  

 

What is unsealed for the Milleritesis the 2300 days. What's unsealed for 
the disciples?490,Compare and Contrast. 

 

The unsealing of the Millerites is this prophecy, the unsealing for the 
disciples is this prophecy. 

 

45731 
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                              |_____________________27_ |_ 34___ 

7 w  |_________49__________ |         |  

69 w |______________ 483______      |Disciples 

70 w |___________________ 490____| Millerites’ 

 

What would the Millerites preach?The timeis fulfilled. 

What would the disciples preach?The time is fulfilled. 

Tell me where the 2520 is in that discussion? 

To make the longestand the last prophecyfrom this paragraph, and turn 
itinto the 2520, and we haven't even begun to read the 
passagesyet;destroys the context or the structure of the passage. 

She sets the frameworkup,Compare and Contrast,theDisciplesand 
theMillerites, you compare them, what are you comparing? 
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                              |_____________________27_ |_ 34_____| 

7 w  |_________49__________ |         |  

69 w |______________ 483______      |Disciples / compare 

70 w |___________________ 490____| Millerites’/ contrast 

|_______________________2300______| 

 

 

The unsealing of time, for both dispensations; 490 and the 2300. It 
cannot be the 2520. 

And this is not, the only line of evidencethat we have. 
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Without you realizing, if you make it the 2520, it destroys the line upon 
linemethodology that we claim to believe in.Unless you're going to 
destroy those two prophetic messages, the disciplessay, the time is 
fulfilled of the 490.The Millerites say, the timeis fulfilled to the 2300 day. 

We know that, we should let common sense dictate, and the context of 
the passage,the key wordsis,counterpart. That has to control and direct 
how we approach this passage, it's not some mathematical 
calculationsthat2520is bigger than 2300.It's not a proper approach, it's 
not even a contextual approach. 

I didn't mean to go down this road, but I wanted to show, thatthe message 
isrelation to time.The time has been brought to viewcan be found in, 

 

Daniel8,Daniel 9,Daniel 11, from all those dispensations. 

 

You can do the same if you go to the line of Moses. 

What's the problem that Moses has? 

What's the problemthat the Millerites had?Geography 

What does Mosesmean?What does the word Moses mean? 

No, it doesn’t mean taken out of the water, it means “taken out”,  

Taken out of what? The parable is,taken out of the water of the river 
Nile. 

It’s a parableof the river Euphrates. The river Euphrates is a support 
systemfor what city?Babylon 

What does waters represent?Kingdoms, Nations, Powers, People,the 
World. 

Egyptis a symbol of what?The world. 

The parable of Mosesbeing “taken out” of the water, is what?Moses 
being “taken out” of Egypt. 

And Mosesisn’t going to be taken outof Egypt.Mosesis the 
Messiah!Mosesis the one that takes you out of Egypt. 
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What does Moseswant to do when he's 40 years old?Where does hewant 
to live, in which country? 

What does he do when he's 40 years? He kills an Egyptian. 

When you kill anEgyptian, who’s going to live in the Egyptian’s 
house?The murderer. 

Where does Moseswant to live? In Egypt.He wants to take over the 
palace.Because he doesn'tunderstand, geography. But what does he 
understand?Heunderstands thetime. 

He knows it’s the fourth generation. He knows the 400years, the 430 is 
all to be fulfilled.He’s got a problem with geography.Even when 
Godgave him his name.Think how crazy that is. 

God gives you your name from birth, and you still get it all wrong.With 
all of that training, it’scriminal, hismother,trainedhim. 

What did she train him in?Not in thewaysofEgypt, in the ways of the true 
God.Because the prophecy teaches,you’regoing to leave Egypt, but he 
wants to stay there. 

So, I already mentioned that,because it's a repeating 
patterneverywhere. 

What we want to understand, isreview what we taught here. 

The third angels’message arrives in October22nd, 1844.Now we're going 
to employ Matthew13:24 to 30, the parable of the tares and the wheat. 

We have three symbols, the field the plants,the servants,and the 
Reapers.What's interesting is, like Daniel8, the story does not beginat 
the beginning, it begins here, at the Sowing of the seed. 

The first thing you see, is those servants here, in the beginning.God does 
all he can to direct and guide us. He gives us all the clues. 

So, we went through this study,we’ve identifiedthe start of life,with the 
former rain, the latter rainand harvest. And what we’ve noticed,is at the 
beginning stagesyou cannotidentify the wheat and taresthey look the 
same. 
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It's only here when the fruit beginsto show itself, that you notice a 
difference. And this is where the servants have a conversation.This is 
where they see,what's really happening. 

And from then on, their relationship with these plants, changes,until you 
get to maturity and the reapers come. 

We identified,that the growth of these plantsis a work of a 
lifetime.Which is connected, to these steps of salvation.Which is 
Sanctification. SanctificationisConstant righteousness, which is the 
second angel. 

Taken from John chapter 16verse 8,Acts chapter 24verse25, you can 
show the work of the Second Angelis the workof Righteousness. 

Revelation14verse7, whether it's righteousness, temperance, or 
glorification, all thosesynonymous terms,speaks about this experience 
of growth. 

The servants arenot connected to the field, they just oversee the work 
that goes on there.   

These are theones thatinvestigate, thattake careof, thatmake the 
decisions. 

These are a symbolof the Third Angel.When you take that concept, we 
come to that placewhere we could say, that the arrivalof the third is at the 
former rain. 

Therefore, we can see, a confirmation,that at the Sunday law, when the 
latter rain begins, you see the distinction between the two groups. They 
both remain together until the harvest, when the separation occurs. 

So, that's where we've arrived to,thus far in our studies. 

What we want to do now, is we want to take all these concepts, and we 
want to create a reform line, that brings all these points together. 

Now before we do that, I want us to remember, all of this is based upon 
parables.Now parables, are a childish way of looking at reality.It's a 
technique or methodology, that tries to simplify a complex issuein the 
way that we can understand what's happening. 
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Now we should notexpect that the realityis as simpleas the example or 
the parable. 

We are like sheep. Now sheep have many problems, one of them is not 
overeating.Like most animals,they just eat when they're hungry, and they 
don't have addictions to food like humans do. 

So, when we talked about theparable of the Shepherd and the 
sheep,and we think about Christ and ourselves, that Shepherdis not 
taking those sheep and instructing them not to overeat, and to control 
their lusts,which is a problem that plagueshuman beings. 

What I want to identifyin that example, is thatreal life,looks much more 
complicated than the parable. 

So, when we look at these models, and we take the reality of what they 
mean, we need to be careful of what we thinkit will really look like. 

Hold on to that thought. 

The other thingthat we need to becareful about, is when we take 
multiple stories, we need to be carefulhow we overlay them.  

Clear example,we didn't read from Desire of Agespage 333, but I 
referenced it.In that passage,EllenWhitewill tell you what the primary 
reference point, or themeorwhat this parable is;Ellen Whitesays, this 
is,The final separation 

Now when you go to Matthew25, there you’ll also see a separation. And 
the way we approach that passage,the separation occurs 
when?Matthew 25, there’s no harvest inMatthew 25. 

At Midnight, there was a Cry made, everyone wakes up, tenvirgins, they 
have an argument,and what happens?So,they separate, they separateat 
the Midnight Cry. 

So, the way we approach these subjects,where do we put the Midnight 
Cry? Right here,we did this already,Midnight Cry, Loud Cry. 

We know that the Loud Cryhappens before the end. The end is the 
Closeof Probation, right. 

So, you have the Loud Cryhere, or the Midnight Cry 
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In Matthew25, we approach it, there's a separation here. 

And in Matthew13,the wheat and the tares, what do the servants want to 
do here? They want to separate. And they’re told,no. Separation 
happens,here. 

So, we need to be careful how we deal with these parables.  

Depending on how you approachthese parables, you get separation in 
different places. 

So, when we come to this storyfor us,so, let's cheat, and what I mean by 
cheat,let’s assume some things. Let's assume we all understand the line 
of the priests. 

So, we've got 5dispensations,we picked up from the board over there, 
we’ve gotharvest,latter rain, former rain, andyou rememberwhat 
beginsatMatthew13,it begins here, one, two, three, dispensation.But in 
the full lineyou have four. 

So, we've got a plowing,we put some dates 
here,1989,911,2014.2019,2021, this is the line of the Priests. 

 

 1989              911             2014         2019  2021 

              Priest        |__Plough___|____FR___|___ LR__|__Harvest_| 

 

If we were to take that parable from Matthew13, where's the separation, 
one, two, three, or four? 

From Matthew 13, the wheat and tares, four.The disciples, the 
servants….See a problem, they say,let's deal with it now.The 
householdersaysno, let them both growto maturity,together, 
thenseparate. 

Let's come back.Where's the separation here? Number 4.This is where 
we separate,into two groups. 
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So,if this is where we see the separation,a problem that many of us have 
encountered, is that we seem to see a lot of separation in our 
movement. 

Path of the Just, Tree of Life, Future for America, is that we seem to 
see a lot of separation in our movement. And all that is happening 
where?One, two, three, or four? Number 3. 

All the separation is happeninghere.And therefore,instead of lookingat 
the data correctly,we become inclined to manipulate the information. 

And even though it's clear,this is Harvest.What we tried to do,is trying to 
say,maybe there's some kind of pre-Harvest, or mini Harvestsor first 
harvest. 

We see what's happening, and we try to explain it,using the parables. But 
we need to be careful how we do that. 

So,if we were to do this for ourselves, the first thing we want to do, is go to 
inspiration.  

There's a fieldwhere all this is happening,and what is the field?The 
World. 

So, has the world got anything to do with Priests?No. 

So,already we know,that you cannot do Matthew 13 like this, with the 
Priest.Because the parable says,it's the world.We’re not the World,We’re 
the Church. 

So, are we allowed to take that parable and bring it to the Church? No. 

If you want to be legal, if you want to do things by yourselves, then you 
could. 

But Ellen White’sgoing to help us?Christ Object Lessonspage 70. She 
will tell you,ignore whatJesus said, the field is not the World. the field is 
the Church.There, we have it. 

So, now we’re going to take all this parableand bring it to the Church. So, 
there’s going to be a separation in the Church, according to Ellen 
White.And there’s going to be a separation in the World, according 
toJesus. 
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Ellen Whitedoes this again;she changes inspiration.  

When Jesus said World what did he mean?  

Did he mean Churchin the World?Or did He mean planet Earth?  

So, people are going to say, He meant Church in the World, and He did 
not. 

What we try to do, is manipulate inspiration, rather than approaching it 
in the following manner.Jesus said World and He meant World, planet 
Earth. 

EllenWhitesays,that's good. 

But we also want to look at this parable, from a different perspective. 
That this will also happen in the Church.And we need to learn about that, 
animportant principle. 

if you want tounderstand what happens in the Church, where should you 
look to?To the world. Jesus says, look at the world.Ellen Whitesays, no 
let’s lookat the Church 

What we're going tocopy,what happens in the world,replicated it, in the 
church. So, we can do that, we can then create this line, but the problem 
is, this is not the complete line, this is Matthew13verse 24. 

I want to encourageyou,to watch the presentations that were recently 
done in Paris. I think there's some of the most significant 
presentationsthat have been done in recent times.Not because they're 
good, but because of what they’re teaching. 

They are showing us, that from 2019 the separation between this 
movement, Church triumphant,Ephesus, and the Seventh-Day 
AdventistChurchhas begun. 

We've been warning people about this for 30 years, and now the time 
has come, that thismovement will separate itselffrom the church, without 
human assistance.  

Daniel 2 says,without hand.What does that mean?Whose hand is that 
talkingabout. I’ll give you a choice, God’shandor your hand. Which hand 
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is he talking about in Daniel2?It says without hand, whose hand is 
hereferring to? 

God'shand or yours?Your hand.That cutting outwill be done with your 
hand.Hand is asymbol; therefore, it equals, what? Hand is a symbol of 
what?Power. 

Hand means to do this, all about the thumb. 

What makes humans have poweris this one digit.Without this we would 
not be able to do what we can do. 

Hear’ something, this is not a hand, this is a hand. 

Now I have power over this object, it's a clenched hand, that's what that 
means. 

What is Human power?Sister Esther, what is human power you told me 
just a second ago.Your mind,you're thinking. 

The stone will not be cut out of the mountainthrough Human wisdom. 
What doesHuman wisdom look like? 

I don't like the idea that the end time message is equality, so I'll use my 
human wisdom,and make it what subject?Sunday Law 

I don't like the fact that the end time messageis about receiving a new 
heart, thekingdomof grace.So,I will call it,take uparms, weapons, and 
fight against the Roman. 

I don’t like,this is a story about Jesusmoving from one room to 
another,so, I’ll change it, to an issue of geography. ThatChrist is going 
to come back to Earth. That is all Human strength. 

This movement does not separate itself from the churchwith Human 
hands, human power, human thinking, human wisdom,you have to 
Trust in God. 

And when God said, the message of the Messiahis to restore 
families,not to kill Romans. Don't use your wisdombecause you can't 
create a church that way.  

God says,I'm moving from one apartment to another, don't use your 
human wisdomto make the sanctuarythe Earth. 
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And think,you’regoing tocut out a stone,only 50 people make it.Don't 
think that you can change a messageabout equalityand change itinto a 
message about the Sunday Law,using Human wisdom, andthink there's 
going to be a cutting out. 

If we had the same message of a Sunday Law,that the church had, we'd 
be best friendswith them, we wouldn't be cut out from them. 

Our messageis it's self-evident that we cannot use human 
thinking.Stop, being scared of what people think about you. Have faith 
that God is leading this movement,and you will begin to be cut out. 

In closing, there were a group of people, I've named three of them,they 
were here, and they saw the separationcoming and they were scared. 

So, what they decideto do, is to leave the ranksof God's people, 
andjoinwhom?The Church, the mountain.Theydon't want to separate 
from that Church, because they have a common message.  

Because they want to put human thinking above God's thinking. Which 
is completely oppositeto what they claim. They see the storm 
approaching, the separation, which is just begun, and they’refearful of 
that.And in theirhuman wisdom they want to try to manage the 
situation,it won't work. 

So, the separation thatMatthew 13speaks about, is about the separation 
of God's Churchfrom the world. 

Ellen Whitesays, we’ll copy that modelandmake it into the church. 

There willbe a message, which is not according to human wisdom, that 
will separate this church, from the Church of Laodicea, Seventh-Day 
Adventist Church. 

And we must not use human wisdom to try to assist in this cutting out, if 
you tried to, it won’t work. It has to be done without human intervention, 
Human thinking,Laodicean thinking.  

You can’t use Laodiceantheologyto separate fromLaodicean. That's why 
this movementisteaching what it is.  

And that we have separated from, The Path of The Just, Tree of Life,and 
Future of America. 
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Those are symbols,of the way of thinking, they were all cutfrom the 
same cloth. Because they all believe in humanthinking, in 
humanstrength, which is Laodicean theology. 

 
This concludes the end of part 2 

 

 

 

Let’s pray, 

Our Heavenly Father we bow before you,seeking salvation, we've either 
voluntarily, or we have been deceived, into using human wisdom to 
saveourselves. We have clear evidence that your church is about to be 
destroyed. And we need to separate from that body before the destruction 
occurs. The separation cannot be done through human wisdom, it must be 
done through your wisdom.May we have confidence to observe in your 
leading, as you beginthe work of separation.Help us Father, to settle into 
these truths. I pray in Jesus’ name, Amen 


